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After faltering in 2005, Coalinga bull tries to attain
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Jack & Water stood inside a metal pen, staring in the direction of the arena
where in less than three hours he will attempt his latest ascent to the top of
bull riding.

Jack looked calm, even relaxed as he chewed on a mid-afternoon snack, paying
little attention to the cowboys chatting nearby. He is flanked by two other
bulls. They bump into each other as they pace around the perimeter, which is
bound to happen in such tight spaces.

A breeze grazed over Jack's white coat at the Clovis Rodeo Grounds.

Tonight's bull riding gives him another chance to sling a cowboy off his back
and ignite the crowd. Another chance to right his wrong.

Nearly three years have passed since Jack, a Coalinga native, came within a
second of likely being chosen to compete in the World Finals, an honor bestowed
annually to the best bull riders and bulls in the sport.

He can blame only himself for not qualifying in 2005. Why he lost his focus, why
he chose to give up at the most inopportune moment, is unknown.

"I can't tell him what you're wanting him to do," his stock contractor, Anna
Hunt, said days earlier. "You just gotta trust that they're going to buck.

"If he's good enough, he's going to make it to the next level. If he's not, he
won't."

Jack never met his father, Whitewater, a famous rodeo bull who now is retired.
Actually, his father never met either of Jack's mothers.

Hunt received two straws of Whitewater's semen, frozen in liquid nitrogen from
its owners. Moondoggie, one of Hunt's cows, was pumped with a shot to stimulate
her hormones and bring her into heat. Seventy-two hours later, she was
inseminated with Whitewater's semen. Multiple embryos developed inside her, and
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one week later, they were flushed out into a petri dish and placed inside
surrogate mothers.

Nine months later, one cow produced Jack & Water, and the other his twin
brother, Coalinga Water.

Feeding Jack and the other bulls alone costs more than $25,000. Hunt "cowboys"
part time then handles her daily chores at Turk Ranch in Coalinga.

Hunt must care for Jack and the bulls for about three years before she learns if
they will buck.

Some bulls have it in them, and others don't. No one can predict this trait; all
that stock contractors can do is breed buckers with buckers or buckers with
nonbuckers with bucking genes.

Had Jack never bucked, his semen as a son of Whitewater still would be worth
thousands, and he would spend the rest of his days living the good life at Turk
Ranch.

But bulls that buck have a chance to be the main attraction of the most volatile
eight seconds in sports.

If you earn a living by climbing on the back of these bulls and hanging on with
one hand, you consider it the longest eight seconds in sports.

Jack bucked for the first time as a 3½-year-old in Childress, Texas, under the
guidance of the late Freddie Cordell, a respected breeder. Jack spent nearly two
years there. At the time, Hunt was an inexperienced stock contractor who had a
great bull and wanted him to learn everything he could, even if it wasn't with
her. Even if it meant missing his teenage years.

So Jack went off to the bull equivalent of boarding school.

One day, Hunt received a surprise phone call from Cordell.

"Well, I bucked your bull today."

"And?"

"He bucked very well. He kicked and he spun."

Jack was rewarded with extended time in the pasture with the lady cows, passing
on his bucking genes. Hunt was told that Jack fathered 18 bulls and 12 heifers.

He returned to Coalinga as a man bull.

Fall 2005. The Laughlin Invitational. The Professional Bull Riders Series.

One second. Two seconds. Three.

Jack jumped and twisted as the bull rider hung on.

Four seconds, five, six. A cowboy neared Jack in an effort to get him to move
straight ahead.

Seven.
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Jack came out of his spinning rampage.

He was penalized for relenting, the most damaging charge a bull can receive in
competition.

Hook a bull rider?

Earn their respect. Or fear.

Refuse to stop after eight seconds?

Earn praise from the crowd.

Stop before you're supposed to ...

"I don't know if he had the [eight-second] clock [in his head], or whatever,"
Hunt said, thinking back. "But he didn't finish his job."

With lots of talented bulls available -- maybe not as talented, but they didn't
quit during competition -- Jack was not picked for the World Finals. His twin,
Coalinga Water, was selected.

Hunt said Jack is the better athlete, as evident by his tight frame, with no
extra skin underneath his belly. Coalinga can score better at a rodeo, but it's
Jack that people remember, Hunt said. Yet it was Coalinga that used whatever
ability he did have to reach the pinnacle of his sport.

Jack has participated in several rodeos since Laughlin, mostly in lower
divisions.

Competition at the Clovis Rodeo is part of Pro Bull Riding's Challenger Series,
comparable to baseball's Triple-A.

Will Jack ever return to the big leagues? And what will he do if he gets there?

"Time will tell," Hunt said. "If he deserves to go, he will be there."

At the Clovis Rodeo, Jack was moved into a chute, barely large enough for his
1,600-pound frame. He was listed as the 37th bull to appear in the first round,
right after Trigger Happy and Puddle Jumper, two other bulls from Turk Ranch.

Hunt ran her hand across Jack's back. He moved his head upward in a quick
motion, his way of telling Hunt that he was annoyed.

Rodeo announcer Wayne Brooks charmed the crowd, but not Jack. Fireworks
accompanied bull riders as they were introduced to fans. Jack did not look
impressed. The bulls remained in their pens and chutes.

Jack is 8 years old now, no longer frightened by the sights and sounds of the
rodeo. Even if he doesn't know what's on the line -- restoring his reputation --
he knows why he's here. He's been here before, many times.

Bull rider Mark Lopes, a friend of Hunt, stood to Jack's right -- outside the
chute -- bouncing up and down. Lopes placed his right leg on a metal bar and
reached for his boots. Then the left. He blew air out of his mouth as he moved
up and down, side to side, trying to prepare his body.
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Riders share information about bulls, and Lopes was told Jack is a jumper, more
than anything else. Endure his bucks and Lopes should survive the trip.

Even the best advice, though, may not be enough. After all, they are animals,
and unpredictable.

"You can't overthink it," Lopes said. "You don't know what they're going to do
until they do it."

It's a win-win for Jack: He wins if he knocks Lopes off in less than eight
seconds. He also can exact revenge if Lopes rides for eight seconds. While a
whistle is blown to tell riders that eight seconds is up, they still have to
find a way to dismount, and there's no referees to give Jack a technical if he
continues to buck.

With ropes tied around Jack's belly, Lopes climbed to the top of the pen, and
slowly, slowly, eased down.

Lopes tightened the rope. Jack tried to buck, but there wasn't enough space to
jump. Hunt and another cowboy held Lopes in place.

The chute opened.

Jack bucked, and bucked, and bucked, tossing Lopes around like a
Jack-in-the-box. Lopes' head bounced the most, with his body staying in a tight
position.

One, two, three seconds.

Jack moved to his right as he jumped and kicked and jumped. Five seconds, six.
Lopes hung on.

Seven. Eight. The whistle sounded. Lopes exited for safety, and Jack continued
to buck, trying to knock the rope from around his waist. He exited the arena
without too much of a fuss.

"He didn't show off his goods tonight," Hunt said later. She wanted Jack to move
to the right, and the left, making it more difficult for Lopes to hang on. "It
was a good trip, but nothing special."

Later that night, Jack, along with Trigger Happy and Puddle Jumper, rode in
Hunt's 24-foot trailer back to Coalinga. She said she was not disappointed, but
knew Jack could do better. And she hopes he will.

They will start all over at the next rodeo. Jack's game plan will be as simple
as it was the very first time he bucked: Knock a stupid cowboy off his back.

The reporter can be reached at gestwick@fresnobee.com or (559) 441-6617.
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Jack & Water gives cowboy Matt Lopes a wild ride at the Clovis Rodeo on
Thursday. The bull from Coalinga is trying to break into the upper echelon of
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the rodeo world.
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